1. INTRODUCTION

THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM IS A SET OF:

- COMPONENTS
- PROCEDURES
- MEDIAS
- DOCUMENTATION

TO ALLOW THE FAILURES DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION OF THE WHOLE SGM2 SYSTEM.

THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES MUST ALLOW TO REACH THE MAINTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES.

MOREOVER, THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM IS USED IN MFG FOR THE FINAL TEST OF THE SYSTEM BEFORE THEIR SHIPMENT, AND IN THE REPAIR-CENTERS AFTER THE REPAIRING PHASE.
2. OBJECTIVES

2.1 MAINTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES

The SGM2 system must be:

- designed
- produced
- shipped
- assembled

In order to be maintained by End User.

Taking in account the characteristics of the system, no specific electro-mechanical know-how is required to perform diagnosis and repairing by End User.

The Diagnostic System is designed in order to allow as follows:

- to solve the problems by oneself End User, for 90% of cases
- to solve the problems by End User with phone help by Technical Assistance Center, for 9% of cases
- to solve the problems by local (D.A.C.) intervention, for 1% of cases

The SGM2 system is composed by modules, connectable between themselves, named CRU's (Customer Replaceable Units); they have the following characteristics:

- the failure into the system must be localized at CRU level by Diagnostic System
- the CRU's must be substituted by End User by means very simple tools
2.2 DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

They are as follows:

- **Very easy to use**
  
  A SYSTEM TESTING GUIDE IS NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT TO DIAGNOSE THE WHOLE SYSTEM AND TO LOCALIZE THE FAILED CRU

- **Short time to execute diagnosis and to substitute the failed CRU**
  
  NORMALLY FEW MINUTES, MAXIMUM HALF HOUR

- **High comprehensiveness**
  
  FAILURE ISOLATION, AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL DETECTED FAILURES
  
  - SINGLE CRU  93% (*)
  - DOUBLE CRU  97% (*)

(*) MEANINGFULL VALUES FOR:

-- WHOLE BASIC CABINET
-- WHOLE ADDITIONAL CABINET
-- PERIPHERALS
-- POWER SUPPLY
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3. COMPONENTS OF T&D SYSTEM

The T&D System is composed by several types of items:

- EPROM Each controller board has an EPROM containing diagnostic routines, to localize board failures at initialization time.

- DISKETTE There are two types of diskette:
  - DIAGX2 It contains stand-alone monitor and all the diagnostic processes running under its control.
  - DD2WRK It's a work media used by diagnostic processes under standard operating system.

- DISK FILES On system disk there are reserved files to contain diagnostic monitor under O.S., and all the diagnostic processes running under its control.

- DOCUMENTS The following documents are available:
  - A78139167 EPS / Diagnostic System
  - A78139169 Diagnostic Manual
  - A78138958 System Testing Guide
  - A78138954 Guida Alla Diagnosi Del Sistema
4. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

4.1 SYSTEM CRU'S LIST

THE FOLLOWING ARE CRU INTO SGM2 SYSTEM:

- POWER SUPPLY
- BATTERY BACK UP
- FAN
- OPERATOR PANEL
- MEMORY BOARD
- SYSTEM CONTROLLER BOARD
- CACHE BOARD
- CENTRAL PROCESSOR BOARD
- STATION PROCESSOR BOARD
- LINE PROCESSOR BOARD
- DISK CONTROLLER BOARD
- DISK PROCESSOR BOARD
- STANDARD VME CONTROLLER BOARD
- PRINTER DEVICE
- TERMINAL DEVICE
- DISK DEVICE
- DISKETTE DEVICE
- STREAMER DEVICE
4.2 SGM2 MAIN CABINET BY DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM POINT OF VIEW (CRU's)
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4.3 SGM2 ADDITIONAL CAB, BY DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM POINT OF VIEW (CRU's)
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5. APPROACH

The approach is based upon some basic solutions, behind described, having the purpose to reach the required objectives.

- Big quantity and quality of diagnostic resident code, able to reach high values of detection/localization, for controller boards

- The diagnosis is possible either from disk or diskette, in order to separate boards/disk/diskette failures

- Diagnostic processes resident onto diskette, executed in stand-alone environment for specific functions, when the operating system doesn't start and no error info is available

- Diagnostic processes running under operating system control, not in concurrence with user processes (*), having the purpose to stimulate the system in such way as much similar as the real behavior

(*): It means that the functionality to launch in user concurrence is possible, but the operating rules indicate the non-concurrence usage, in order to be opened to future developments
6. DIAGNOSIS LEVELS

6.1 LEVEL 1 (START)

This level of diagnostic is executed during each system initialization phase.

It's of three different types, that are:

- INTEGRATED

The diagnosis is executed by firmware routines integrated into standard VME controllers

- RESIDENT

The diagnosis is executed by software routines (Assembler 68000) resident into EPROM on each proprietary controller board, before the bootstrap phase

- TRANSIENT

The diagnosis is executed by software routines (Assembler 68000) resident on diagnostic diskette, after the bootstrap phase. This type of diagnosis is executed only if the bootstrap is made from the diagnostic diskette
6.1.1 INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES (IDR)

These routines (also called SELFTEST) are coded into each standard VMEbus controllers' EPROM. They check integrity of H/W chips on the board, and supply an error code if any failure is found.

The results of IDR's tests are collected by Diagnostic stand-alone processes, that check if errors have been found during test execution on the board.
6.1.2 RESIDENT DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES (RDR)

These software routines have been developed in order to detect failures into each proprietary controller board (CP0-DC0-SP0-LP0).

They are executed every time the system is switched on or reset, are coded in EPROM and written in Motorola Assembler 68000.

The RDR results are collected by diagnostic stand-alone monitor. If errors have been found during RDR execution, an error code is send to display, giving the possibility to localize the faulty CRU.
6.1.3 Bootstrap

In developing this bootstrap sequence, also controller and device operability has been taken in account.

Before starting the physical I/O operation on the device, selftest command is given to controller, in order to assure the correct functionality of IMDC component.

Bootstrapping takes place trying to operate on the devices selected in the following sequence:

- Diskette (diagnostic or standard O.S.)
- Hard disk 0 (standard O.S.)
- Hard disk 6 (standard O.S.)

The following command sequence is executed on the selected device, in order to assure its correct operability:

- Recalibrate
- Seek to cylinder
- Read (sector 0 - head 0 - cylinder 0)

The contents of the loaded sector are tested by means of a pattern control, to detect whether they really belong to an operating system load module.
6.2 LEVEL 2 (DIAG)

THIS LEVEL OF DIAGNOSTIC IS EXECUTED BY MEANS OF INITIALIZATION FROM SYSTEM DISK, USING THE SINGLE PROCESS NAMED DIAG AS A STANDARD PROCESS.

DIAG IS A TEST UNDER O.S. DESIGNED TO EXERCISE CENTRAL H/W FUNCTIONALITIES, PERIPHERALS AND OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL, AS A USER APPLICATION, BUT MORE EXACTLY AND CONTROLLED.

DIAG HANDS THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSES LAUNCH AND THE SYMPTOMS COLLECTION IN SUCH A WAY TO DECODIFY TO THE END USER IN TERMS OF LOCALIZATION.

ALL THE INFORMATIONS NEED BY TEST (ALSO ONES CONCERNING DEVICES OPERABILITY) ARE GIVEN OR AS DATA INTO SUPPORT FILES, OR AUTOMATICALLY RESEARCHED INTO SYSTEM S/W AREAS USABLE BY USER PROGRAMS.

DIAG GOALS ARE TO ASSURE THE AFFIDABILITY OF ALL THE SYSTEM, IN USER WORK CONDITIONS, BY MEANS OF AUTOMATIC PROCEDURES (WHEN POSSIBLE) OR MANUAL PROCEDURES.
6.2.1 INTEGRATION INTO O.S. FILE SYSTEM

A DIRECTORIES ORGANIZATION AS FOLLOWS IS SUPPLIED FOR AN INTEGRATION MORE INDEPENDENT AS POSSIBLE BY O.S. FILE SYSTEM STRUCTURE:

```
/ROOT_DIRECTORY
  |
  |
BIN   ETC   USR
  (SYSTEM_DIRS)

  |
  |
DIAG  USER1  USERN
  (USERS_DIRS)

  (DIAG_WORKING_DIR)

  |
  |
DIAG_EMPTY  DIAG_ENV  DIAG_F  DIAG_TMP
  (DIAG_DIRS)
```
6.2.2 FUNCTIONALITIES

DIAG is composed by following base modules:

- **MONITOR**: Father of all the processes and tests coordinator. The goals of these processes are to check hardware and software of SGM2 system.

- **SERVICES**: Are the processes collecting external monitor requests.

- **UTILITY**: Is a utility process, called SGSYNTAX, able to exec the syntax analysis of the command file that is to be supplied at SGTST running time.

**NOTE:**

As a user depending responsibility, the following may occur:

- "Swapper" system process may start if there are a great number of concurrent processes, or for user memory needs.

- Unpredictable system work (processes never executed, continuous swapping, ...) if there are a great number of processes, or in case of uncorrect tests priority use.
6.2.3 COMMAND FILE FORMAT

SGTST IS RUNNED AS AN UNDER SHELL SINGLE COMMAND, ABLE TO READ A FILE GIVEN AS A PARAMETER. EACH LINE OF THIS FILE DESCRIBES A TEST IN THE FORMAT REQUIRED BY SGTST.

"Test" means a single process or a collection of processes having similar particularities, that have the goal to exercise system functionalities.

All the processes generated by the analysis of each command file line are executed concurrently with their "brothers", and concurrently with all others processes generated by "father" process. The "father" process is the monitor of all the runned tests.

Test input is a file, generable using any UNIX text editor (ex. VI), containing the command lines relatives to tests to be runned.

This command file (SGCOM) is available on disk file system, and represents the user/O.S interface. This file is formed by n command lines, each having a structure as follows:

NPROC PRIORITY TEST-TYPE TEST SPECIFIC INFORMATIONS

WHERE:

NPROC number of concurrently processes
PRIORITY priority of the processes (NICE).
TEST-TYPE one of following: SGCPU/SGSYS/SGIOB/SGIOC/SGTTYW/SGTTYR SGPRTB/SGPRTC/SGFS.

The lines starting with # character are ignored, to permit comments insertion.

The fields NPROC and PRIORITY are commons to every test description line.

- NPROC must be an integer number not more high
- PRIORITY may assume values between 0 and 39 if SGTST is runned by super-user, else between 20 and 39.

The total process number may be at max. 18 if SGTST is runned starting from a user different from super-user.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPROC</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
<th>TEST-TYPE</th>
<th>MEMSIZE</th>
<th>SGCPUS</th>
<th>SGCPUS</th>
<th>SGSYS</th>
<th>SGSYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>C/S</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>DEVSIZE</td>
<td>PATTERN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>C/S</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>DEVSIZE</td>
<td>PATTERN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td>FILE-NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td>FILE-NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td>FILE-NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>DIRECTORY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>DEVICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.5 OPERATING RULES

USER REGISTRATION

As USER ID DIAG needs own environment having following particularities:

- LOGIN ID: Root.
- PASSWORD: NOT REQUIRED.
- WORKING DIRECTORY: /USR/DIAG.

SGTST LAUNCH IS MADE USING A COMMAND AS FOLLOWS:

SGTST FILE NAME, TIME

WHERE:

FILE NAME           PATHNAME OF THE FILE CONTAINING THE COMMANDS.
TIME                EXECUTION TIME (IN SECONDS) OF TESTS CHAIN.

DIAG USE

An example of shell-procedure launch for test modules execution (SGTST) follows:

```
# CD /USR/DIAG
# DIAG
```

The tests menu will be shown on console, giving the possibility to choose the area to be tested and the test duration.

User can modify the file scripts using standard editor (vi()), to create own diagnostic environments.
SELECT:

A  AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TEST
B  Test of CPU
C  Test of Disk
D  Test of Diskette (need work diskette)
E  Test of Printer
F  Test of File System
G  Test of Terminals
H  Test of Disk and/or Diskette read
L  Test of Streamer
M  Test of VMEbus controllers
Q  END OF DIAG

ENTER SELECTION:

C
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NOTE: IS ALSO POSSIBLE TO INTRODUCE THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS:

I Test of computer to computer communication

R A list of current actives processes is shown on console

S All current processes are killed, and diag menu is shown on console

H The list of available ghost commands is shown on console

REDE Informations relative to current diag release are shown on console
6.2.6 STATUS MESSAGES

At the end of all the process activation, SGTST print the following message:

"ACTIVATES # PROCESSES"

Starting from now is possible to obtain a status report relatives to all the activated processes entering from console the character "#".

The obtained status report will be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F S UID PID PPID C PRI NI ADDR SZ WCHAN TTY TIME CMD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 35 1 0 26 20 1064 44 8145F8 C0 0:00 ERRDEMON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 43 1 0 39 20 106F 48 FFE800 C0 0:05 CRON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 161 49 0 30 20 106C 36 8166C8 C0 0:03 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 191 161 0 30 20 106D 64 816740 C0 0:01 SGTST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 R 0 192 191 4 62 20 1074 52 C0 0:29 SGIOB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 193 191 0 30 20 1075 44 816830 C0 0:01 SGSERVIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 194 191 0 39 20 1087 28 FFE800 C0 0:00 SGTIMER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 195 191 14 22 20 1092 52 81B394 C0 0:31 SGIOB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 R 0 196 191 41 80 20 10A9 52 C0 0:33 SGIOB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 S 0 199 193 0 30 20 10AA 28 816A10 C0 0:00 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 R 0 200 199 0 60 20 10CC 96 C0 0:02 PS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F (L) Flags (octal and additive) associated with the process:

- 01 IN CORE
- 02 SYSTEM PROCESS
- 04 LOCKED IN CORE (e.g., for physical I/O)
- 10 BEING SWAPPED
- 20 BEING TRACED BY ANOTHER PROCESS
- 40 ANOTHER TRACING FLAG

S (L) The state of the process:

- 0 NON-EXISTENT
- S SLEEPING
- W WAITING
- R RUNNING
- I INTERMEDIATE
- Z TERMINATED
- T STOPPED
- X GROWING
UID (F,L)  THE USER ID NUMBER OF THE PROCESS OWNER;  
            THE LOGIN NAME IS PRINTED UNDER THE -F  
            OPTION

PID (ALL)  THE PROCESS ID OF THE PROCESS; IT IS  
            POSSIBLE TO KILL A PROCESS IF YOU KNOW  
            THIS DATUM

PPID (F,L)  THE PROCESS ID OF THE PARENT PROCESS

C (F,L)  PROCESSOR UTILIZATION FOR SCHEDULING

STIME (F)  STARTING TIME OF THE PROCESS

PRI (L)  THE PRIORITY OF THE PROCESS; HIGHER  
            NUMBERS MEAN LOWER PRIORITY

NI (L)  NICE VALUE; USED IN PRIORITY COMPUTATION

ADDR (L)  THE MEMORY ADDRESS OF THE PROCESS, IF  
            RESIDENT; OTHERWISE, THE DISK ADDRESS

SZ (L)  THE SIZE IN BLOCKS OF THE CORE IMAGE OF  
            THE PROCESS

WCHAN (L)  THE EVENT FOR WHICH THE PROCESS IS WAITING  
            OR SLEEPING; IF BLANK, THE PROCESS IS  
            RUNNING

TTY (ALL)  THE CONTROLLING TERMINAL FOR THE PROCESS

TIME (ALL)  THE CUMULATIVE EXECUTION TIME FOR THE  
            PROCESS

CMD (ALL)  THE COMMAND NAME; THE FULL COMMAND NAME  
            AND ITS ARGUMENTS ARE PRINTED UNDER THE -F  
            OPTION
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6.2.7 ERROR MESSAGES

When a process founds an error condition, send a message to output file (the console, as default) and ends its execution (status terminated).

The error messages have following informations:

PROC.ID  NLINEA  KEYWORD  MESSAGE  TEXT

All the error messages text are into the same file (SGERR), to permit the translation.
6.3 LEVEL 3 (STAL)

This level of diagnostic is executed if the level 1 is not able to detect a failure, and the level 2 is stopped by a failure without giving a symptom.

The diagnosis is runned starting from a dedicated diagnostic diskette, labelled DIAGX2, having a stand-alone monitor that manages symptoms collection in such a way to decodify to the end user in terms of localization.

The STAL goals are the covered and the localization of failures, at CRU level, in the following areas:

- CP0 board
- SC0 board
- CH0 board
- Memory boards
- DC0/DP0 controller board
- SP0/LP0 controller board
- VMEbus standard controller boards
- Disk devices
- Floppy device
- Streamer device
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6.3.1 STAL DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSES

The following processes are recorded on DIAGX2 floppy:

- SGM2BT PRIMARY BOOT FILE
- CP0MON DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR (CP0)
- SP0MON " MoniTor (SP0)
- LP0MON " MoniTor (LP0)
- SG2CPX DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS OF CP0
- SG2SCX " " OF SC0
- SG2CHX " " OF CH0
- SG2SPX " " OF SP0
- SG2LP0 " " OF LP0
- SG2MEM " " " MEMORY
- SG2DSK " " " Disk
- SG2FLP " " " Floppy
- SG2STR " " " Streamer
- SG2VMX " " " VMEBUS CNTR
- SG2TAP PLUG TEST FOR LINE/PRINTER/STREAMER
- SG2BDC TEST TOOL FOR DISKS/FLOPPY
- SG2DFC " " FOR W/D CONTROLLER
6.3.2 DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR

THE STAL DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR HANDS THE CONSOLE DIALOG WITH THE USER, LOADS AND PUTS IN EXECUTION THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSES, AND HANDS THE TESTS RESULTS.

STAL CONSOLE DIALOG WITH USER IS MADE IN ITALIAN OR ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

THE LANGUAGE SELECTION IS MADE AT INITIALIZATION TIME, USING CONSOLE LINE TESTING PHASE. USER IS REQUIRED TO INPUT FROM CONSOLE A CHARACTERS STRING: "ABCD" OR "DCBA".

- IF "ABCD" IS INTRODUCED, CONSOLE DIALOG WILL BE IN ITALIAN
- IF "DCBA" IS INTRODUCED, CONSOLE DIALOG WILL BE IN ENGLISH

THE DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR HAS ALSO SOME CONTROL KEYS, TO EDIT INPUT FROM CONSOLE. THEY ARE:

- BACKSPACE THE LAST CHARACTER ENTERED FROM CONSOLE IS DELETED
- BREAK ALL THE CURRENT RUNNING OPERATIONS ARE STOPPED, AND THE CONTROL RETURNS TO MONITOR
6.3.3 DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSES EXECUTION MODE

It is possible to run STAL Diagnostic Processes in two different modes:

- AUTOMATIC MODE

- TECHNICAL MODE
6.3.4 AUTOMATIC MODE

This is the Customer user level execution mode. Automatic mode is entered using lower-case Monitor commands, that are displayed on console at the end of Diagnostic system initialization.

Using automatic mode, no other inputs from console are required: all the execution parameters are automatically setted.

The selected process is executed in recycle mode, until an error is found or a "break" is send from console.

If an error is found, an error message is displayed on console, and control returns to Monitor, that displays the system prompt "=". The error message is as follows:

*ERR:xxx CRU = UNIT YYY

Where:  
XXX = Error code  
YYY = CRU to be replaced

If no errors are found, at the end of each pass a pass count message is displayed on console, until a "break" is received. After "break", the control returns to Monitor, that sends to console the User selection menu.

The pass count message is as follows:

SG2XXX: PASS YYY - ERRORS 0000

Where:  
SG2XXX = Process name  
YYYY = Pass counter
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SELECT:

A  Full system test
   (test executed both from diskette and disk)
B  Automatic system test
   (test performed from diskette only)
C  Test of unit CP0
D  Test of unit SC0
E  Test of unit Memory
F  Test of unit CH0
G  Test of unit Disk
H  Test of unit Diskette
I  Test of unit Streamer
L  Test of unit SP0
M  Test of unit VMEbus
6.3.5 TECHNICAL MODE

This mode is selected entering from console the name of process to be executed.

The following request is made by Monitor:

* Recycle on test? (Y/N) *

The answer defines the execution mode of process (default, entering C/R, is no recycle).

Control is now gived to Diagnostic Process, that displays on console the tests menu. In this mode, is possible to choose the type of test to be runned.

In technical mode, error reporting is more complete than automatic mode: a detailed description of happened error is supplied.

At the end of execution, control returns to Monitor, that displays User Selection Menu on console.
7. **PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS**

Some useful tools are contained into CP0/SP0/LP0 EPROM.

- MEMORY DUMP
- CONSOLE I/O MONITOR (*)
- DEBUGGER (*)

(*) ONLY FOR SP0/LP0
7.1 MEMORY DUMP

An EPROM resident, interactive Memory Dump tool is available on SGM2 system.

The start command for Dump is given using two Operator Panel pushbuttons:

- POWER ON
- RESET

Requirement for this tool are:

. console on line #0 of 1st SP0
. a printer on the same processor having console

Dump starts printing H/W registers and memory contents of console processor, and after waiting for commands from console. The command is as follows:

PR. TYPE ADDRESS LENGTH

where: PR. TYPE = Type of Processor (CP00, SP02, ...)
ADDRESS = Start address of dump
LENGTH = Length of dump
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7.2 CONSOLE I/O MONITOR

Into SP0/LP0 EPROM are embedded the getc() putc() functionalities, usable at initialization time by CPU before starting a downloaded I/O driver.

7.3 DEBUGGER

A Processor Debugger is resident into SP0/LP0 EPROM. This tool gives the possibility to debug a downloaded I/O driver, using the following utilities:

- 68000 registers dump/change
- Processor memory dump/change
- Set breakpoints
- Instruction trace

Line #7 of SP0/LP0 is used as I/O console line.
8. DOCUMENTATION

The documentation for the Diagnostic System, in particular way related to the usage, must be very simple and easy to use, but in the same time very complete; so it must agree with techniques as HELP and SELF-GUIDED features.

- END USER GUIDE

The "System Testing Guide" and the equivalent Italian version "Guida alla diagnosi del sistema" contains all the needed informations in order to execute the diagnosis, that is the localization of the failed CRU and its substitution.

The guide must be very simple to use and it must have several explanatory pictures.

- D.A.C. MANUAL

The "Diagnostic Manual" contains all the needed informations for D.A.C. to solve particular problems.